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Dear Mrs. Ma,
LegCo Panel Inquiry on Legal Education
This is further to Dean Smith’s letter of 30 March concerning the LegCo Panel on Administration of
Justice and Legal Services and its proposed inquiry into legal education. As Dean Smith mentioned
in his letter, the School of Law of City University intends to hold a conference on issues in legal
education on Saturday, June 12 and many of the issues raised in your letter of 24 March 1999 and
others will be raised and discussed at that conference.

The Forthcoming Legal Education Conference
A committee here has been working on planning for the conference. Although the precise agenda is
still being worked on, we intend to have speakers who will (1) provide an overview of issues in
legal education in Hong Kong; (2) discuss developments in legal education in the UK and other
common law (and non-common law) jurisdictions; and (3) discuss the goals, methods, and problems
of legal education in university and post-graduate settings. We hope that representatives of the Bar
Association and Law Society will discuss perceived problems with new entrants to the profession
and the extent to which concerns are based on hard data or merely anecdotal evidence. We also plan
to have speakers on (1) the history and current status of the legal profession in Hong Kong and how
legal education should be shaped in light of the special nature of the profession and (2) the impact
of globalization of law practice and its effect, for example, through competition from mainlandtrained lawyers and others.
The goal of the conference is to provide a roadmap for a rational, careful and comprehensive review
of legal education in Hong Kong. This conference reflects a commitment to ensuring that changes
in legal education are thought about more systematically than has occurred to date, that they
properly reflect recent changes in Hong Kong society and the profession, that they provide data on
the strengths and weaknesses of entrants into the profession, and that they take account of the
contemporary design of legal education in other jurisdictions.
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Need for More Liberal Arts Education for Lawyers
We have enclosed a copy of an article in the Hong Kong Lawyer (in English and Chinese)
for which Dean Smith was interviewed in December. The article suggests:
1.

the need for better liberal arts education for lawyers
(in fields such as economics, science and technology, politics, and language); and

2.

the possibility of expanding the LLB programme by at least a year to allow for
training in other disciplines, language and skills

The LLB/PCLL Split and the Separation of Substantive Law and Procedural Law Training
Suggestions have been made that expansion of the PCLL programme would go some way
toward solving perceived problems with new entrants by allowing more skills to be taught.
We support the notion of expanding the number of years devoted to legal education but do
not think that simply adding onto the PCLL programme is the answer unless there were a
greater integration of LLB and PCLL studies and the PCLL curriculum were reconsidered.
Skills, language and writing training should be part of law student’s education from his/her
first day of LLB studies.
One problem with the current LLB/PCLL division is that it separates out “procedure” and
“skills” on the one hand (PCLL) from the teaching of “substantive” law (LLB) on the other.
Another problem is that the division of substantive law subjects between the LLB and
PCLL discourages advanced scholarship in some areas of law until after the PCLL. In
summary, these sometimes artificial distinctions do not readily allow law to be taught or
learnt in context or for expertise or interests to be academically developed.
As to the skills/substantive law distinction, a student learning contracts in the LLB, for
example, does not learn how contract disputes are settled until 3 years later. In addition, a
contracts student will focus on the legislative and case law relating to the elements of a
contract but will not learn the commercial context in which the contract is concluded and
may not even be given a contract precedent to review. The particular procedure and process
aspects of legal training are taught later, in the PCLL year, when students take civil
procedure and a course in commercial law. This is too late. Document analysis, negotiation,
drafting and letter writing need to be taught during the LLB years: students need to see and
work with the integration of substance and practice.
To illustrate the point regarding the division of substantive law courses, revenue law
(taxation), for special historical reasons, is taught in the PCLL course. As a result, even
when offered as an elective, it is not taken in the LLB course. This means that a student
who wishes to specialize in taxation is likely to first study it on the PCLL and does not have
the opportunity to do more advanced work in this field unless he/she takes a higher diploma
or masters course after the PCLL. The separation of substantive law subjects on the LLB
and
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PCLL is, thus, in many ways, counter-productive and restrictive and stifles the opportunity
to acquire in-depth substantive knowledge until after the PCLL.
We believe that one solution to these issues would be, as mentioned, to extend the LLB to
four years, allowing for a more liberal education and time to cover substantive law in
context i.e. by including skills and procedure.
We would, in addition, suggest that the PCLL remain a one year course but focus
exclusively on problem-solving, counselling and emphasizing skills such as interviewing,
negotiation, drafting, writing, advocacy, and file and time management.

LLB Studies
Having made some preliminary comments about the LLB, it is important to remember that
LLB studies do not necessarily lead to a career as a solicitor or barrister. Many LLB
graduates may go into the civil service or non-governmental organizations, for example. A
choice not to practice law in a law firm or as a barrister does not mean that students do not
need to be exposed to some substantive law areas and skills such as interviewing,
counseling, advocacy, negotiation and letter writing usually taught on the PCLL. In
government or business, students will need this knowledge and these skills. The fact that
the LLB is not itself a training ground solely for law practice does not mean that students in
the LLB program should be deprived of courses or skills now reserved for the PCLL. Our
suggested change to the LLB/PCLL curriculum would ensure that these students would not
be deprived of studying law in context.
This leads to a more basic point. We are training students not for next year, or the next five
years, but for a lifetime. The LLB should provide a lifetime foundation. It is in the LLB that
students should develop analytical, language and presentation skills, self-confidence, a
sense of professionalism and professional responsibility and legal thinking. It is during the
LLB course, as mentioned above, that students should learn law in context and how it
interacts with other disciplines. The current 3 years devoted to LLB studies is not adequate
to cover what needs to be dealt with for students just out of secondary school and the
resultant burden on the PCLL means the PCLL year cannot be used to fully develop skills
training. In short, the current split between the LLB/PCLL is artificial and counterproductive and does not allow the student to deal with more sophisticated concepts and
problems as she or he progresses through 4 years of university.

Legal Education as a Lifetime of Learning
We have focused our attention on the academic stage of legal education but emphasize that
this is only one stage in the life of a legal professional. After the academic stage a graduate
will not be a fully qualified legal professional. Rather, that responsibility at that stage of
one’s legal education is handed on, in the case of those entering practice, to the practising
profession. To explain this stage further, PCLL graduates who enter into legal practice will
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undergo practical “on the job” training as trainee solicitors (for two years) or pupil
barristers (for 12 months). This stage of their education is supervised by the leader in their
job i.e. a partner in a law firm for a trainee solicitor and a pupil master for a barrister. This
stage of education is therefore fundamentally important for the practical and continued
professional development of a practising lawyer. Because this stage of legal education is so
important, we suggest that more should be done in Hong Kong to actively monitor and
assess the content and quality of this training. This is not to suggest leaders do not take their
jobs seriously but rather that just as checks and balances exist in the academic stage of legal
education through the use of external examiners and course consultants, we believe similar
checks and balances might be usefully and properly introduced into this later stage of legal
training.
A number of different approaches have been taken to entrench these checks and balances in
other jurisdictions, e.g. the requirement that trainee solicitors and pupil barristers enter into
contracts with their firms/chambers and that professional bodies such as the Law Society
and Bar Council review and monitor these contracts. We are advised that a “log book”
system has been adopted by the Bar Council, so there is a record of what pupil barristers do.
However, we believe closer monitoring and review is still in order. A variety of models
should be explored for both branches of the profession. We endorse the suggestion that a
more comprehensive and inclusive form of review/monitoring of this stage of legal
education be considered for Hong Kong.
Finally, legal education, like education in medicine, should be an ongoing process. It should
continue for the whole of a person’s professional life. Continuing legal education (CLE) for
solicitors and Advanced Legal Education (ALE) for barristers requirements are imposed in
Hong Kong by the professional bodies for solicitors and barristers but, at this stage of legal
education, it is the lawyer herself or himself who takes responsibility for her or his
continuing education. Only the Law Society has a mandatory scheme of CLE for certain
practising solicitors. The ALE scheme for barristers is voluntary. Programmes offered to
satisfy the educational requirements of the CLE scheme are reviewed and monitored by a
specialist committee within the Law Society as are the programme providers. Practising
lawyers must remain current as to law and practice and we urge an expansion of courses
offered by the Law Society and Bar in CLE and ALE. We also urge the closer monitoring
of the quality and nature of courses offered by the Bar. The Bar could, perhaps, base its
review and monitoring of courses on the model currently being used by the Law Society in
Hong Kong in its CLE scheme.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to make these brief comments to your Panel. As we
mentioned, there are several stages to legal education. Each stage is dependent on the other
and therefore changes in one will have an impact on the other. We strongly discourage an
ad hoc approach or isolated adjustment in one stage in the process. We urge an informed
and comprehensive review of legal education through discussion, debate and research
including all those involved in this important subject. We believe now, perhaps more than
ever before, that the rule of law and the administration of justice in Hong Kong is at centre
stage. Changes in the process of training of the professionals who will uphold and enforce
this should not be undertaken without careful and thorough consideration. Our School very
much looks forward to being an active part of this consideration. We are pleased, through
the
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forthcoming Legal Education Forum, to assist in providing a roadmap for review and we
look forward to welcoming you and the Panel members to City University on 12 June 1999.
Should you require anything more from us or if our attendance before your Panel would be
of assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Yours sincerely

Mr David Smith
Acting Dean
School of Law

Encl.

DNS/sl

Associate Professor Terri Mottershead
Associate Dean
School of Law

